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USING SYMMETRY GROUP CORRELATION TABLES TO EXPLAIN WHY ERHAM (AND OTHER PROGRAMS)
CANNOT BE USED TO ANALYZE TORSIONAL SPLITTINGS OF SOME MOLECULES
PETER GRONER, Department of Chemistry, University of Missouri - Kansas City, Kansas City, MO, USA.
ERHAM has been used to analyze rotational spectra of many molecules with torsional splitting caused by one or
two internal rotors.a The gauche form of dimethyl ether-d1 whose equilibrium structure has C1 symmetry is an example
of a molecule for which ERHAM could not model additional small splittings resolvable for many transitions, whereas the
spectrum of the symmetric (anti, trans) formwith aCs equilibrium structure could be analyzed successfully with ERHAM.b
A more recent example where ERHAM failed is pinacolone CH3   CO  C(CH3)3.c In this case, the barriers to internal
rotation of the methyl groups within the  C(CH3)3 unit are too high to produce observable internal rotation splittings,
but the splittings due to the CH3   CO methyl group could not be modeled correctly with ERHAM nor with any other
available program (XIAM, BELGI-Cs, BELGI-C1, RAM36). In the paper, it was speculated that BELGI-Cs-2tops might
be able to the job, but arguments against this possibility have also been put forward. The correlation between irreducible
representations of groups and their subgroups according to Watsond can be used not only to determine the total number
of substates (components) to be expected but also to help decide which particular program has a chance for a successful
analysis. As it turns out, the number of components of split lines depends on the molecular symmetry at equilibrium in
relation to the highest possible symmetry for a given molecular symmetry group. Therefore, for pinacolone, the vibrational
ground state is split into 10 torsional substates.
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